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      Skilled Accents Inc. is a social enterprise founded by interior
designer Kay Habib who believes in making a difference in the
community with a focus on three pillars: People, Planet and
Purpose. 
   Our vision is to reduce unemployment in marginalized
communities while simultaneously reducing fabric waste in our
landfills. 
      We provide high-quality décor and fabric products that are
handmade from locally recycled materials donated by drapery and
upholstery stores.
     One of our founding beliefs is to empower those that are
marginalized through opportunity and skill, which is why we
employ refugee women and immigrants who are skilled in sewing
and are in need of an income when arriving in Canada. They
carefully craft each individual product for our business. 
       The décor in your home should not only look good but also
feel good. That is why we choose the highest quality fabrics that
we have access to through our donations and partner
organizations. pg 5
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Our Artists

Our CEO
Originally from Pakistan, Kay Habib’s
first inspiration was her own mother,
who would repurpose things for the

household, and from an early age Kay
was highly motivated.

 
She completed a post graduate degree
in interior design and fashion, plus an

MBA in Australia before moving to
Canada in 2006.

 
In 2008, Kay upgraded her

certifications and started working at a
non-profit social enterprise incubator.

Here, she developed an intrigue for
establishing business models with

purpose.

Our shop and business are run by the 
 showroom team; a group of individuals 
 dedicated to growing our presence in

the  community.
 

The products we sell are handmade by
our team of refugee women who came

to Canada looking for a better life. 
 

They have traveled thousands of miles
while escaping war, danger, lack of
education, poverty, and many other

difficulties.
 

Since arriving and connecting with
Skilled Accents, each individual woman

has been able to grow and gain
experience in the workforce. 

 
Many work other jobs, care for their

families and children, while still sewing
our products with love to improve our

community and our environment.
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Our 2021 Summer Team
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"It was difficult ... life in Canada is different than we
are used to back home in Iraq. They have a different
culture and speak a different language. However, as
we started attending school and making friends, we

got used to the new environment."

"It was the best option for our children as we wanted
them to live in a safe country, get the best life and

education."

- Fareha

- Naam

- Nazifa

"[I want to] improve my English level; therefore, being
able to communicate with others around me and even

starting a small business of my own related to sewing."
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Masks

Table settings, dining chairs, even lounge areas all call for a
unique decorative flair. Our product line has expanded to
include table runners, placemats, cutlery napkins, wine
bags, and we are working to create even more. 
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Pillows
It all started with pillows. As an interior designer, Kay is
constantly on the lookout for unique pillows to help stage
and decorate homes. Now we are able to provide our own
handcrafted products.
Our pillows are available in standard sizes 14"x20",
20"x20", 24"x24" as well as custom-made orders.  

Once the pandemic hit, we started providing layered,
sturdy cotton fabric masks with button fastenings and a
wire frame for adults and children alike. We are currently
out of stock for adult-sized masks but will custom-make
them should you need them.

Dining

Other
We have a vast variety of other types of products that are
applicable for many age-groups and needs. These include
water-resistant tote bags (in collaboration with Carmina de
Young), bedside organizers, and during the festive seasons
we have tree skirts and stockings.
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“I love my masks the blush one with the stretchy ear
loops is my favourite!... I have been recommending you

to everyone who asks, they are great!”

"Thank you again for your gorgeous work on the
[custom] pillows. Mom opened the wrapping paper
and was thrilled. She said it was so thoughtful, and

she loves them!"

- Ginette

- Raven

- Sheila

“I purchased a pillow from Marshall's ... I absolutely
love the pillow and your story. Thank you!”
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In 2014, Kay started her first home-
staging and decorating business which
grew quickly, and by 2018 the
business was creating custom
decorative pillows, utilizing fabric
samples collected from furniture and
drapery stores.

As the demand grew for the pillows,
Kay was on the lookout for individuals
skilled with sewing. After the success
of her first business, she wanted to
build on her idea of doing business
while delivering social value.

Kay wanted to employ the
marginalized part of the community
without the need for an English
language certification. She was
introduced to the Cross-Cultural
Learning Center in London where she
met the future team for Skilled
Accents.
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pounds of waste 
diverted from landfills

pounds of 
CO2 emissions saved

jobs created for local
refugee women

900+

2000+
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Skilled Accents mainly offers a large
variety of unique pillows. These come
with a choice of down-feather inserts,
polyester inserts, or the pillow cases
only.

Our pillows are handmade from 100%
recycled materials. The fabrics we have
access to vary on a monthly basis,
making every pillow unique. 

In  2021, our product line begun to
branch out to offer a variety of
products and  prices. We have created
placemats, table runners, cutlery
napkins, fabric face masks, wine bags,
tote bags, as well as seasonal items.
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We also offer upholstery to salvage any weathered furniture that needs a new
look such as sofas or couches. We are working towards the future in providing
workshops, collaboration opportunities and charity events like our first ever
London Let's Be Kind which occurred in November 2021.

In connection to Skilled Accents, Kay's
sister business SkillDecor provides
consultations and services for staging
homes on the market, redecorating,
renovating, etc., with the help of
Skilled Accents' unique decor items.
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Customers

Businesses
 

Receive unique or custom products for
your home
Refresh your old furniture with our
upholstery services
Support a good cause
Directly support our local team by
providing an income with your
purchase
Spread the word of our business
Help our environment by repurposing
fabrics

As a customer, by supporting 
our business you...

As a business, you would 
be able to...

Donate your fabric scraps or drapery
leftovers towards a good cause
Receive recognition for your
partnership on our website and
social channels
Partner together on new product
designs
Make new local connections 
Help our environment and
community



The 
Future
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This company is more than just
fabric and pillows. Behind every
product is a story to tell. Each item
sold is a paycheck for a woman
who without this company would
have less to no income in her life. 

Our business provides security and
awareness to see the potential in
people who are new to this
country and want to apply
themselves. With the help of other
small businesses and supporters
near us, the possibilities for our
future impact and partnerships are
endless.
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Follow us on social media:

@skilledaccents


